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1/5/20 18:59 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, we had our first homicide this year overnight at O'Farrell a d 
Larkin   Victim is , years old. She has a local address on 

   Summary  and an unknown Hispanic Male engaged in 
an argument armed herself with a knife and a milk crate.  She hit the male with 
the milk crate several times.  The male produced a handgun and shot .    
walked into a store and told the employees that she was shot.   She exited the store and 
collapsed on the north sidewalk of O’Farrell Street.   The male suspect fled on O’Farrell 
on foot.  A white  (unknown license plate) may have also been connected to the 
incident and also fled on O’Farrell.      The victim has a history of  and  
but at this time our investigators are still trying to determine the motive for homicide or 
if his connected to any previous incidents.    "

1/5/20 19:02 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Please excuse the typo: In the last sentence I meant if 'it is' connected to a previous 
incident. "

1/6/20 1:31 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, For your awarenes there have been at least four slideshows reported across 
the City this afternoon at the following locations: Mission/Persia; 24th/Bryant; Evans 
Ave/Hunters Point Blvd.;Saint Charles/Alemany Blvd. We have several squads of officers 
working with squads of CHP officers to deter further sideshows. We have also been in 
contact with Oakland PD as we believe the sideshow participants are active today on 
both sides of the bay. There have been  o reported injuries or violence at this point.       
The sideshows normally get broadcasted on social media.   "

1/10/20 17:22 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, if you haven't seen it, news outlets have shown video of a 
pretty graphic home invasion robbery in our City two days ago. There were 8 suspects 
all armed and one victim was pistol whipped. Over  was taken. FYI we have 
identified 3 of the 8 suspects and investigators are attempting to locate and arrest 
them. For your awareness. "

1/11/20 5:27 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "6th and market is a problem right now. "

1/11/20 5:27 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "On it. "

1/11/20 5:39 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Mayor, we have arrested 5 of the 8 suspects on the home invasion robbery in sent you 
the message about this morning. We are trying to locate the remaining three. For your 
awareness.  "

1/11/20 16:44 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, FYI in case you haven't seen this article. It speaks well about our 
strategies and the work that our people have done to reduce auto burglaries in our City:      
     As auto burglaries spike in East Bay, police pool resources - SFChronicle.com   
https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/As-auto-burglaries-spike-in-East-Bay-police-
pool-14966473.php"

1/11/20 19:07 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Please get the guy off the medium of the freeway at market and octavia "
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1/11/20 23:13 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "I apologize I just tour text but will follow up to make sure he is cleared from there. "

1/18/20 19:33 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Mor ning Mayor, Overnight we  had a body found badly burned and partially 
decomposed in an abandon building on the 400 block of Ave. M on Treasure Island. We 
believe the deceased person is a San Francisco missing person due to evidence found at 
the scene. Because of the circumstances we believe this is a homicide. We are awaiting 
Medical Examiner identification of the deceased and cause of death. There are 
additional details if this is the missing person as we believe. For your awareness. "

1/20/20 5:50 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott

1/20/20 5:50 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Hey chief, was this really necessary? Stopping the low riders from cruising down 
mission in celebration of the 49ers?"

1/20/20 7:01 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, briefings I received after the game and ongoing  up to  a few minutes ago 
was that the crowd was very rowdy at 24th/Mission. There were trash cans set on fire, 
bottles and other objects thrown including at the officers, and a lot of drunk people in 
the streets. It is under control now and crowd is less than 100 and have calmed down. 
We still have a presence. No property damage known at this time and no reported 
injuries.  I will get a more complete assessment and brief you once I have it . "

2/5/20 2:35 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor,There was a fatal single-vehicle collision that occurred at 
Panorama and Cityview on 1653 hours. The driver was driving a small street sweeper 
vehicle. He lost control of vehicle and crashed into a house. He was pronounced 
deceased at the scene. Our traffic collision investigators are handling the collision 
investigation.       We are aiting for identity confirmation of the deceased.  The  
deceased worked for a private construction company, and is not a  city worker.    This 
will likely get media coverage. For your awareness. "

2/9/20 8:25 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, I was just notified of a shooting at Haight and Ashbury involving an off duty 
FBI agent involved in a shooting. The other person was shot and I am waiting on further 
on injuries/condition. No SFPD personnel involved. I will send an update when I have 
more.  "

2/9/20 16:07 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Ok"
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2/9/20 19:06 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, update from last night's incident in the Haight. The person who 
was shot by the federal agent is and  We have witnesses 
from last night who have agreed to come in for an interview by our investigators  today. 
We will learn more as our investigation evolves.       The FBI will also conduct a federal 
investigation on this incident. This is standard for any agent involved shooting.  "

2/9/20 19:06 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Ok"

2/15/20 18:48 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, our officers responded to a stabbing at  and a  an assault at the 
700 and 1200 block of Embarcadero. In one incident a jogger was stabbed in the back 
and the second incident the victim (a tourist) was struck in the head. Both victims 

  The suspect was the same in both incidents was 
immediately located and arrested. He appears to be homeless and is  

. Both incidents were unprovoked and happened about 0650 this 
morning.       For your awareness. "

2/22/20 2:12 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, we had a homicide this afternoon at Wallace/Jennings in the 
Bayview. The victim is a African American male 41 years old. The suspects are two 
Hispanic males who walk up to the victims car and shot and killed him. Early indications 
is this is  and over a . The investigation is at the early 
stages and ongoing. "

2/23/20 20:53 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Aftetnoon Mayor,       The Jewish Comm Center, 3200 California Ave. received a 
bomb threat via email and center is evacuating. Richmond station officers just got 
onscene.       Threat is for remote detonations of multiple devices in the area. Suspect is 
claiming ICE is going to deport them so they want to negotiate their stay.      It appears 
that this the threat is nationwide:      
https://twitter.com/newschannel9/status/1231662535448940545?s=21      This may get 
nore media coverage.       -For your aware ess.  "

2/23/20 21:22 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Ok"

2/24/20 1:55 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Mayor, the threats to the Jewush Center deemed a hoax. For your awareness. "

2/24/20 1:56 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Ok"

2/28/20 17:47 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "At the Fire Department graduation on stage. I will call you back as soon as I can. If 
urgent I will step off stage to call. "

2/29/20 18:13 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Please have officers deal with the people on Masonic and haight who are sleeping and 
sitting in the middle of the sidewalk "

2/29/20 20:59 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "We got it. "
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3/1/20 21:29 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, For your awareness, The main person in the Osceola incident has been 
arrested. We will be going to the press with this information.       On a separate note, 
there was a traffic collision at Geary/Taylor this morning. A DPW truck struck an elderly 
pedestrian who was transported to SFGH and has since died.       "

3/5/20 4:49 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, FYI on an arrest in the Mission.       Footbeats went to arrest a 
 at 16th and Mission when a crowd starting surrounding them an off duty 

fire fighter,  went to help when he was punched in the 
face. Both the and the assault susp in custody. Fire fighter is okay. Cops were not 
injured.        phone was lost or stolen during the incident.    "

3/12/20 19:43 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, we participated in search warrants and arrests in connection 
with a joint federal Homeland Security HSI/SFPD investigation.    In total there were 6 
Mara Salva Trucha (MS)13 suspects arrested today. A total of 17 MS gang members 
have been indicted on this investigation.        Large amounts of drugs & Money 
recovered at out of county search warrant location today.         

.         This is a part of our 
larger ongoing efforts to stem the associated violence and drugs brought into and sold 
in our City.        We plan to have a joint press event tomorrow with our Federal partners 
regarding this investigation and  indictment.       For your awareness. "

3/14/20 17:26 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, We had a homicide overnight at Jones/Market in the 
Tenderloin. The victim  was standing in front of  Jones St. when he 
was shot by an unidentified suspect. The suspect fled in a dark colored car.    The 
Victim’s address .       Investigator are searching for 
witnesses and possible video evidence in the area. For your awareness. "

3/14/20 17:27 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "How old?"

3/14/20 17:28 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed  years old. Born in . "

3/17/20 0:40 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, we just had a homicide at 16th Street at the  
Restaurant. Three suspects entered the restaurant, suspect 1 (HM 20s) approached the 
victim from behind while he was seated at a table, and fired 4 or 5 rounds into the 
victim's back. The victim was pronounced deceased on scene.  The suspects fled on foot 
northbound on Caledonia St.    Investigators are at the scene and we don't have much 
info at this time including confirmation of the victim's identity. I will keep you updated 
as we have additional information. "

3/17/20 0:41 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott " Wow that's terrible"

3/17/20 0:42 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Appears to be very intentional. "
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3/17/20 1:43 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Further on the homicide. The victim is believed to be a  Suspects are 
The victim and suspects got into a fight shortly before the shooting. The 

suspect left and came back armed and shot the victim. Still trying to determine what 
caused the fight. "

3/17/20 3:53 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, FYI beginning at midnight tonight I have directed our officers to conduct bar 
and restaurant checksthroughout the City. Our goal is to seek compliance with the 
order.  We are putting out a statement tonight to inform  the public.  For your 
awareness.  "

3/17/20 4:39 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Can you send me a photo of your gym at the public safety building please "

3/17/20 5:47 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Yes. I will send it to you tomorrow morning. It's a nice gym. "

3/17/20 15:57 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning, Citywide no issues reported by officers regarding non compliance with 
the restaurant/bar closures. It appears that  San Franciscans are taking this serious and 
are complying  with the order.  With today being g St. Patrick's Day we will stay on this 
and pay particular attention to the bars this evening.       As to other retail stores, by 8 
p.m. last night many of the non essential retailers were already closed as well.       For 
your awareness.      PS   I will send pictures of the gym shortly.     "

3/19/20 16:05 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, last night we had a shooting at 21st/Shotwell in the Mission 
District. The victim was shot and died at the location. Officers we in the area on patrol 
and observed the suspect vehicle, pursued it and caught and arrested both suspects 
after a foot chase. The officers also recovered a gun believed to be the .order weapon. 
The victim has not yet been positive identified and is listed as a John Doe. Investigators 
are trying to determine the motive for the shooting.   This is the 8th homicide of the 
year and second in a week.    Our response to the homicides coupled with the policing 
needs for the Shelter in Place Order: All officers departmentwide have be ordered to be 
in uniform for the duration of the shelter in place order.  Officers working  
administrative assignments are rotating working in the field across the City to 
supplement and support District Statio s.   I have suspended all in service training.  
Officers assigned to the Police Academy have been re-assigned to work foot beats in 
the Civic Center and downtown business districts. Many of the non sworn personnel are 
telecommuting.             -For your awareness. "
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3/21/20 21:51 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Afternoon Mayor, Wanted to give you a status of the City re: COVID-19: SFPD 
Command Staff checking the city today for compliance with the Public Health order.        
People out are very small in numbers. The following hot spots were noted (these are 
social distancing challenging locations):      Dolores Park;    Marina;    Embarcadero;    
Mid Market;  crowds are small.       Officers posted at 8th, 7th and 6th and Market. UN 
plaza looks good.       Homeless population is going to be tough to manage. We are 
working collaboratively with stakeholder agencies through the EOC on strategy to 
address this effectively.       For your awareness. "

3/21/20 21:52 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Thanks for the update"

3/23/20 0:33 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Afternoon Mayor, Wanted to give you a status of the City re: COVID-19: I have 
been out for several hours checking the city today for compliance with the Public 
Health order and verifying our deployment.              People out are very small in 
numbers. The following hot spots were noted (these are social distancing challenging 
locations):   Marina- people were out walking and exercising. No large groups of people 
observed;  Embarcadero- people out and exercising - no large groups observed;       Mid 
Market;  Crowds are small overall.  Officers posted and visible at 8th, 7th and 6th and 
Market. UN plaza was thick with people not practicing social distancing. Capt. Fabbri 
handling and I will go back by there in a bit to recheck.  Homeless population is still 
challenging.   Footbeat officers engaging.  In the Bayview, 3rd Street is challenging at 
Quesada, Revere, Paulou, and Newcomb. Groups of people hanging out. Officers are 
engaging, educating and messaging on social distancing.  Potrero Hills housing 
developments was very quiet with very few people out. Fillmore/Golden Gate has been 
a problem for the past few nights with groups 30 or so deep hanging out and not 
practicing social distancing. We have engaged with the groups (including me personally 
Friday night) and educated people on social distancing to help prevent the spread.  
Today no one was out at 4:30 p.m. at Fillmore/Golden Gate Note: Liquor was 
closed by the time I got there today so that may have contributed to no one being out. I 
was all over the City today and overall,  people are listening and complying.         For 
your awareness. "

3/23/20 0:35 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "👍👍👍👍"

3/23/20 1:45 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Went back and checked on UN Plaza. Its virtually empty now. Officers still on post on 
Marketexcept for 6th. which is starting to re populate. Getting officers back there now.  
"

3/24/20 5:21 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, One of the homicide suspects from the 3/16/2020 homicide at 
the restaurant in the Mission District was just arrested in Alameda by our officers. For 
your awareness. "

3/24/20 5:22 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Great! Thanks for letting me know"
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3/24/20 18:38 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Afternoon Mayor, we have a t who works out  who 
has was confirmed COVID-19 positivd by their Doctor.    I am getting more information 
and will update. We have not made this information public yet as we just learned of 
this information.  "

3/24/20 18:41 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Dang, does he use my gym?"

3/24/20 18:44 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "I am pretty sure he does not.   He  There is gym  
. We rarely get anyone outside of those who work in  the building here using this 

gym. "

3/25/20 2:39 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, the other two suspects from the March 16th Mission District 
murder in the restaurant were just arrested.  For your awareness. Also, I talked to the 

who tested positive for COVID-19. He has not worked out at the gym at HQ.   "

3/25/20 18:45 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Morning Mayor, just got confirmation of a positive COVID-19 test of the  r  
 who tested COVID-19 positive yesterday. For your awareness. The good 

news is at least two officers who were quarantined from other potential exposures 
have been cleared to return to work. For your awareness.    "
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3/26/20 4:24 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Afternoon Mayor, This evening's status of the City re: COVID-19: Assistant Chief 
Redmond personally went out and checked the following locations around the City 
from a out 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.    People out are very small in numbers again today. The 
following hot spots were noted (these are social distancing challenging locations):   Mid 
Market;  Crowds are small overall when checked but I was told that earlier today the  
Officers posted and visible at 8th, 7th and 6th and Market. UN Plaza gatherings were 
light and manageable over all with officers messaging social disting when checked. 
However, I was told the Farmer's Market was thick today and social distancing was an 
issue. We either need to work with the vendors to help with the social distancing or I 
recommend restrictions or shutting it down.   The HSOC team was focus on 
engagement with the street population and homeless population. They made some 
progress with spreading people out and clearing some of the problem streets. We have 
to keep going back to continue pt.make progress.  Capt.            Homeless population is 
still challenging with the tents in the Tenderloin but it reportedly looked a little better 
today with the HSOC outreach.   Footbeat officers engaging in Mission Bay and 
Embarcaderoreported a lot less people out that week and a lot less socializing. People 
were .mainly walking and exercising. The exercise park near the food trucks in Mission 
Bay continues to be a problem with social distancing. Officers were sent there today 
and gave warnings. People complied but we need to stay on it.  In the Mission District 
we have officers posted at 24th/Mission and 16th/Mission. These have been social 
distancing challenges. 24th was thinned out this afternoon. 16th was a bit more 
challenging with . We put  out to  

.  In the Bayview, 
3rd Street was a little better today.
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3/27/20 4:26 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor,      Here is the status of the City today for COVID-19.       I spent 
the last 5 hours in the field around the City to get eyes on:             Bayview- 3rd Street 
look much better (early evening from 4:45 to 5:45) the gatherings along 3rd Street were 
much smaller than last week. The  had no one in front 
when I was there. Mendell Plaza, LaSalle,  Paulou, and Revere were much lighter than 
normal and the people who were out there were keeping some distance between them 
for the most part. There were a few pockets of people that has to be addressed. 
Bayview officers reported that the outreach teams from the EOC flood the area with 
COVID-19 pamphlets and they believe that has made a difference.   Alice Griffith was 
very quiet. No gatherings at all.   Ingleside- Mission St. from Geniva to Ocean all non 
essential businesses were closed. Very light pedestrian traffic and people at the bus 
stops were social distancing. We saw one group of 5 people not social distancing and 
out playing dominos in the bed of a pickup truck. They were warning and complied 
immediately.   Along Ocean Avenue all non essential businesses were closed. Very light 
pedestrian activity no social distancing issues.  West Portal, Traval, Clement were all the 
same with no non essential businesses open, very light pedestrian activity.    Problem 
areas observed were Haight Between Masonic and Stanyan. All non essential 
businesses were closed but there were pocket of homeless people sitting on the 
sidewalks in groups of two to abou 10 along Haight. We engaged most of them and 
they mostly claimed that they lived together and therefore they were not practicing 
social distancing. This will be a challenge. Not sure they lived together but that seems to 
be what they all were saying along the block about 40 to 50 in all in different groups.   
At Balboa Park, the park was empty except for the skate board park. Lots of young kids 
10 years old or so, some teens and a few adults. About 30 in all.

 This is a constant issue since the Public Health Order went out I'm told.  We are 
working with Ginsberg to post Park Rangers and/or Officers or at least regular check. 
From my understanding the kids and teens climb over the fence even when the park is 
closed.  I didn't get eyes on Market or the Tenderloin tonight but the reports that I 
recieved were that the people gathering at the hotspots were less hostile today and 
there seemed to be fewer people along Market. Officers are still being posted along 
Market and other areas of the Tenderloin still challenging.             For your awareness       
 "

3/27/20 15:31 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Please get the people who are on octavia Blvd area with signs"

3/27/20 15:32 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Leading up to the feeeway "

3/27/20 15:32 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Got it. Will send officers now. "
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3/28/20 3:51 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor, Here is the status of the City re: C      COVID-19 public health 
order related issues this evening:   Officers shut down two smoke shops   

). There was a discussion about whether they .at the essential business 
criteria and once ruled non essential we advised the owners and shut it down. An 
incident report  were taken.   And we will follow up to ensure the business stay closed.   
At , there was a restaurant/Bar selling alcohol to people waiting in the take out 
restaurant lines allowing people to drink while they waited in line. We shut down the 
illegal alcohol sales and an incident report.   Central officers will monitor the restaurant 
this weekend.    In the  Mission District we had officers walking through Dolores Park 
this evening and right  now. Not a big crowd but some Social Distancing issues. Same at 
Wahington Square.  We are engaging with  the people out there.  Park Station officers 
just did a walk through  on Haight Street. We had been advised today that homeless 
advocates will be giving out tents along Haight and encouraging homeless persons to 
pitch their tents on the sidewalks. As of 20 minutes ago the officers did not see any 
tents. Park Station Captain Pagano trying to keep this situation from becoming a new or 
worse public health and social distancing issue with encampments along the sidewalks 
on Haight Street.   Captain Dangerfield has assigned a team of officers to work 3rd 
Street. That along with the education and messaging by the Community Branch 
dispatched from the EOC is making a difference we believe. There were not issues at 
Mendell Plaza today and 3rd Street, although not totally there, is looking much better 
than this past weekend.  We sent out the update from the newest order you approved 
today. We emphasized  new restricted liquor store hours.

 Tonight our officers will start engaging and  messaging with Liquor and convenience 
store owners and managers to get compliance starting now.             Tenderloin Captain 
Fabbri and our HSOC Commander Fong reporting that less people were out today than 
earlier in the week and we are making slight progress getting some social distancing 
compliance in the Tenderloin but we still have a uphill climb and a lot of work to do.            
    For your awareness.   "

3/29/20 22:40 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott

3/29/20 22:40 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott

3/29/20 22:40 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Someone just sent this to me:      There is a guy walking around sea cliff looking for 
money and checking doors."

3/29/20 22:40 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "He just tried our door as well and asking for money saying he is part of the release 
program."

3/29/20 23:51 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, the message won't open. "

3/29/20 23:53 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott
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3/29/20 23:53 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott

3/29/20 23:53 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "He just tried our door as well and asking for money saying he is part of the release 
program."

3/29/20 23:55 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Got it. Will follow up. We out press releases about this on Friday warning the public.  "

3/30/20 0:59 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Meant 'put out' press release"

3/30/20 4:26 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Good Evening Mayor,   Status of City today re: COVID related issues:      Dolores park 
looked good today.       Panhandle looked good. People out walking  but no basketball.      
  Haight and Clayton hroup an issue today. Park officers engaged them.       Haight and 
ashbury and Masonic was clear today.        Mission Street looked better today. Officers 
engaged groups at 16th and were able to prevent groups from gathering and sidewalk 
panhandling on Mission between 15th and 16th. The markets were not as crowded but 
still need to be addressed. We are working with The Community Branch from the EOC 
on this.       Most of the dispatched public health calls today were about recreational 
locations (parks, public spaces) and essential businesses (groceries stores mainly) not 
promoting social distancing.       There were 28 such calls by early evening. The 
assessment overall was good compliance even at the parks and open spaces but still 
sporadic non compliance.      For your awareness.   "

3/30/20 4:27 Mayor London Breed Chief William Scott "Thanks. I think the rain was helpful "

3/30/20 4:28 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Yes. Me too. "

3/30/20 18:26 Chief William Scott Mayor London Breed "Hi Mayor, I just called you but did not leave a message.  Follow up from our 
conversation this morning regarding restricting Liquor store hours. Our Officers contact 
Liquor/Conve science stores all over the City. All co acted were compliant except  for 
two stores that tried to stay open past 8 pm: One at  

It was shut down by officers. The other was on  
 They were claiming to be delivery only after 8 pm but were observed serving in-

store customers also. Officers also shut that o w down. As far as reducing gatherings at 
those problem location the results are very good. "

2/24/20 15:13 Mayor London Breed  , 
5

Mayor London Breed,
CoS Sean Elsbernd

"Need to understand the news reports about the side shows this weekend. Why did the 
police stay on the sidelines and allow them to happen?"
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2/24/20 16:31 Chief William Scott   CoS Sean Elsbernd
Chief William Scott

"Good Morning Mayor, We recieved information that they we coming to the city and 
assembled officers from stations all around the city to respond. They met at Treasure 
Island and we had officers there waiting for them. They then moved to Candlestick 
point and we were there as well. From there they splintered and we had a series of 
simultaneous side shows across the City in Bayview, Ingleside, Richmond, Mission, Park, 
and Southern Districts from about 1230 a.m. until about 3 a.m. There were upwards of 
100 cars and crowds of spectators at each sideshow. There was also at least one assault 
reported at Market/Clayton.             Our officers responded to as many as they could 

 
 

            I am ready to discuss 
when you are ready. "

2/24/20 16:38 Mayor London Breed   Chief William Scott
CoS Sean Eslbernd

"Why did people say on the news that the police were there and stood around and 
allowed it to happen? "

2/24/20 16:56 Chief William Scott   CoS Sean Elsbernd
Mayor London Breed

"Not sure what they saw or why they said what they said but what I do know is when 
officers arrive at sideshows  

 I have seen officers  
  

 

             
 "

2/24/20 16:59 Mayor London Breed   Chief William Scott
CoS Sean Eslbernd

"Someone needs to explain that to the press. Why isn't your communications person 
not on top of this?"

2/24/20 17:04 Chief William Scott   CoS Sean Elsbernd
Mayor London Breed

"Ok.      We put out a media statement but it did not lay out our tactics.             I will 
follow up to have them to reach out to explain on background to the media. "

2/25/20 6:48 Chief William Scott   CoS Sean Elsbernd
Mayor London Breed

"Good Evening Mayor, we are investigating what appears to be an intentional act of a 
car driving onto a side walk and strike two pedestrians at Haight and Ashbury. The 
vehicle fled then struck a police car and then a house. Two people in the car have been 
arrested. Awaiting an update on condition of the two individuals who were struck. 
Investigation is ongoing. For your awareness. "

3/4/20 6:05 Mayor London Breed   Chief William Scott
CoS Sean Eslbernd

"6th and market and 7th and market are embarrassing "








